ABSTRACT
In this paper we describe the HypeDyn procedural hypertext fiction authoring tool. HypeDyn supports visual authoring of adaptive hypertext fiction in which links and nodes may be varied procedurally as the result of past reader actions. This allows for the creation of procedural stories which are much more flexible and adaptive than traditional hypertext. HypeDyn was initially created as a teaching tool, and has been used since 2009 in an interactive storytelling class in the Department of Communications and New Media at the National University of Singapore. It has also been used as a tool for research, providing a flexible platform for the exploration of issues of procedural change and rereadability in interactive stories. Our experiences with HypeDyn suggest that hypertext constitutes a valuable paradigm within which to explore issues relevant to interactive storytelling in general.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.4. [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Hypertext/Hypermedia

1. INTRODUCTION
The HypeDyn hypertext fiction authoring environment is a tool for creating adaptive, procedural hypertext stories. It is designed to enable non-technical authors to have some hands-on exposure to the issues involved in creating procedural interactive stories. It was originally created as a teaching tool for use in an interactive storytelling class taught in the Department of Communications and New Media at the National University of Singapore. It has also been used as a development environment for our ongoing research into interactive storytelling.

In addition, HypeDyn includes the ability to incorporate more procedural change through the use of “anywhere nodes” and “facts” (see Figure 2). Facts are variables which can be created through a visual interface, can be changed when nodes are visited or links are activated, and can be used in conditions. Anywhere nodes are text fragments which can be potentially appear anywhere in the story. These nodes can have preconditions attached to them, allowing the author to determine which “facts” must be satisfied for the text fragment to be seen by the reader, supporting the creation of sculptural hypertext.
3. TEACHING WITH HYPEDYN

By allowing authors to create procedural hypertext through a visual interface, HypeDyn allows authors to explore issues of non-linear and adaptive interactive storytelling, and to confront issues such as choice, variability, coherence, recurrence and rereading without having to tackle the difficult technical issues which often arise when creating interactive stories.

We have been using HypeDyn as a teaching tool in our undergraduate class on interactive storytelling in the Department of Communications and New Media at the National University of Singapore. As part of their coursework, students create two short hypertext fictions: one which makes use of traditional approaches to hypertext, and one which uses more procedural approaches to create a sculptural hypertext. Both stories are required to consist of approximately 25 nodes, with a guideline of 100 words per node.

For the first story, students are asked to create a traditional node-and-link hypertext. The story, however, must make use of the procedural features of HypeDyn. Students are required to include at least two procedural changes to links, and two procedural changes to the text in the nodes. This exposes the students to the basic procedural elements of HypeDyn. As can be seen in the example in Figure 3, these stories consist of the usual network of nodes, with links between the nodes enabled or disabled based on the reader’s previous actions. For example, the links “his story” and “I’m glad to be here” are currently active, whereas “Mummy” is locked.

Students’ stories for this first assignment tended to follow two models. Many resembled the traditional model of hypertext fiction, with links embedded within paragraphs, and the meaning of the links often indirectly suggested by the linked words. Stories usually involved exploring a series of story fragments which, when taken as a whole, conveyed a narrative. The other common model was that of “choose-your-own-adventure” stories, where links represented choices as to “what will happen next” in the story.

For the second story, students are asked to create a sculptural hypertext. To enforce this requirement, they use a modified version of HypeDyn which does not allow for traditional links between nodes. Instead, they are only allowed to use “anywhere” nodes. Students are required to create at least three variations on the story, where a variation is defined as a path through the story where at least two nodes are encountered in a different order than in previous readings of the story. In addition, students were required to make use of facts to change when nodes can be seen, and to make use of facts to make procedural changes to the text within the nodes.

These requirements led to a very different type of story, where authors became more concerned with the preconditions which determined when nodes could be seen, rather than following a more traditional branching-path structure (see Figure 4). For this second story, students tended to create links which more explicitly indicated the meaning con-
There are many examples of the use of facts to keep track of, for example, the mental state of characters. These facts were then used to determine the result of selecting a link. For example, in the story shown in Figure 4, the names of the nodes listed in the upper-left of the main window tend to denote actions of the main character, Meredith, such as “check on Henry”, “check the cupboard”, or “enter the study”. Facts, listed in the lower-left of the main window, correspond to Meredith’s state of mind, such as “Meredith is pensive” or “Meredith is suspicious”.

It is interesting to note that many of the students’ sculptural hypertext stories appear similar to text-based interactive fiction (IF). It would be interesting to explore further whether introducing explicit representations of state (facts) to a hypertext authoring environment necessarily encourages an IF-like approach to storytelling, or whether other, different forms unique to sculptural hypertext will emerge.

Through these two projects, students were able to gain insight into theoretical issues related to authoring interactive stories, such as the problem of the explosion of content associated with branching stories, and the difficulties which authors face in terms of balancing authorial control and reader agency when creating more procedurally-driven stories.

4. USING HYPEDYN FOR RESEARCH

In addition to teaching, we have also used HypeDyn as a tool in our ongoing research into interactive storytelling. We have made use of HypeDyn to explore a number of different research topics related to interactive storytelling, including work to explore issues in authoring tools to support authoring of multiform stories [6], the limits of rereadability in procedural interactive stories [7], and the paradox of rereading in hypertext fiction [8].

An example of the work which we have carried out using HypeDyn is our recent exploration of issues related to navigation and reader orientation within hypertext fiction. For this research, we wanted to explore how different ways of indicating the nature of links, and different types of transitions between nodes, impacted readers’ orientation within a hypertext story. In this project, we were able to quickly and easily make modifications to the HypeDyn reader interface to explore these ideas (see Figure 5).

In all of these studies, HypeDyn proved to be a flexible tool which could be adapted to suit the needs of the specific studies, while at the same time providing a stable platform from which to work.

5. LIMITATIONS

Although HypeDyn has proven to be an effective teaching and research tool, there are clearly a number of ways in which it could be improved. These include problems which arise when using traditional hypertext representations for authoring procedurally-driven stories, limitations of primitive node-and-link constructs when authoring larger hypertext fictions, and issues of procedural expressiveness versus the need to provide a tool which is accessible to non-programmers.

One problem which became clear in the course of the second project in our interactive storytelling class was the limitations of the traditional hypertext map visualization when a hypertext becomes highly procedural. Much of the structure in a procedural hypertext is created through the use of facts and their associated rules. In a node-and-link map view, this procedural structure is not visible to the author. What is still dominating the representation is the pre-authored link structure, a structure which may not actually even be present in a completely procedurally-driven story. This suggests the need to explore new, alternative visualizations and representations, which may either complement or completely replace the existing map view.

In addition, the extensive use of facts and rules introduces the need for richer debugging tools. Currently, HypeDyn provides a simple “inspector” interface (see Figure 6), which enables authors to see the state of nodes, links and facts at runtime. However, this interface is very limiting, and does not directly represent the current state of the paths available in the story. For an author from a non-technical background, it can be very hard to make the connection between a list of facts and the current state of the story. Insight into how this work should proceed can be drawn from other interactive storytelling systems. For example, the Inform...
7 interactive fiction authoring system provides support for recording and replaying of different paths through a story, which is visualized as a branching tree or “skein” [9]. A similar approach may be appropriate for procedural hypertext fiction.

We have also started to encounter limitations in terms of the primitive node-and-link constructs when authoring larger works. For example, when creating a moderately complex hypertext fiction containing 69 nodes and 205 links for a research project [8], we already began to encounter difficulties visualizing the overall structure of the story. This is a problem which other researchers have also addressed, with some higher-level structures such as “hypersections” [10] having been suggested.

A third limitation which we have observed with the current design of HypeDyn is the lack of procedural expressiveness. Our students, who are generally not programmers, began running up against the limits of the simple if/else constructs provided in the HypeDyn rule interface. To work around this, they tended to create multiple copies of nodes. This allowed them to indirectly create if/elseif/else structures, but created problems in terms of duplicate content. One approach to provide more expressiveness would be to allow for a more general rule structure which moves beyond a simple if/else construct. We have begun to experiment with this in the latest version of HypeDyn. The challenge is how to maintain the simplicity of the system, while at the same time providing for greater procedural expressiveness.

6. STATUS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

HypeDyn has been implemented in Kawa [4], and has been tested on MacOS, Windows, and Linux. HypeDyn was released as an open-source system in December 2011 (see http://www.partechgroup.org/hypedyn/). Stories can currently be published either to a standalone Java application, or as a Java applet embedded in a web page. We would like to make the finished stories more easily accessible across various platforms, in the form of an HTML5 reader. We have recently released a prototype version of this new reader which runs on both web and mobile platforms (see Figure 7), opening up the possibility of exploring cross-platform, embodied, and location-based storytelling.

HypeDyn has been used as part of our research and teaching, and we intend to continue to develop the system as part of our ongoing work. Our immediate plans are to provide more procedural expressiveness while continuing to support non-programmers. This will involve providing different representations and debugging tools for the more procedural aspects of the system as the underlying abstractions move further away from the predefined node/link structure of hypertext. We also plan to explore different reading interfaces, explore story-specific abstractions, and provide higher-level constructs such as patterns [1] to support fiction authoring.

7. CONCLUSION

Our experience with HypeDyn, both in teaching and in research, has shown that it is possible to explore issues in interactive storytelling through the use of hypertext fiction. We believe that it is possible to push the bounds of what is traditionally considered “hypertext”, exploring new forms of procedural expressiveness and dynamic, computationally-driven interactive storytelling, while still retaining the conceptual simplicity of hypertext which makes it accessible to non-technical authors and students. We are keen to see how people will use and modify HypeDyn to suit their needs.
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Figure 7: Prototype HTML5 reader; story written by Sameul Heng, prototype reader implemented by Teong Leong Chuah.